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Chef Roy Choi and the Street Food Remix
The Olivia Letters
The Pictorial Field-book of the Revolution
It seems as though every week there's a new app available on your smartphone
promising dates a plenty--just swipe right. A mate, on the other hand, is becoming
harder and harder to find. The age-old quest for true love requires more effort than
ever before. Let's face it: dating is work. Which, as it happens, is exactly where it
began, in the 19th century--as prostitution. InLabor of Love, Moira Weigel dives
into the secret history of dating while holding up a mirror to the contemporary
dating landscape, revealing why we date the way we do and explaining why it feels
so much like work. This isn't a guide to "getting the guy"; there are no ridiculous
"rules" to follow inLabor of Love. This is a brilliant, fresh, and utterly original
approach to help us understand how dating was invented and, hopefully, lead us
closer to the happy ending that it promises.

Jane Eyre Illustrated
One day something snaps inside Arthur Gibson, a burnt out forty year old manager
tired by his rat race office life, and within one hour he sells everything he owns,
flies to the sea, buys a sailboat and drives to the horizon, planning on never
coming back.Of course this noble attempt to set himself free goes terribly wrong as
the corporate environment didn't exactly prepare Arthur well for an off the grid
sailor's life. So however free and independent he now feels, soon his biggest
problem is how to survive.His escape becomes an international media sensation
thanks to Alice Garbo, an ambitious journalist who makes Arthur and herself
famous to boost her career. Millions admire his courage to 'stick it to the man',
millions call him a coward. Soon, Alice toys with Arthur's destiny as she pleases,
moves him like a chess piece to make his story appealing to the audience. He
becomes a wanted felon pursued by Interpol and so he finds himself almost dying
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on a boat he can't drive, being chased by police for something he didn't do and
haunted by a media alter ego that has a life of its own. Arthur has bitten off more
than he can chew.Arthur's Choice talks about taking a scary leap of faith when
finding one's personal fulfillment without conforming to where society tells you a
true happiness is. In today's fast paced, performance oriented first world, this book
offers the answer to the question 'what if I just said enough?' The story is for adults
struggling to find meaning or joy in mundane unfulfilling jobs, those tired by the
contemporary speed of life.

A Life Worth Taking
In a bloody gang initiation gone wrong, Former Marine Staff Sergeant Cal Stokes
simultaneously loses his fiancé and is thrust into America's unforgiving criminal
underbelly. Never one to back down, the Navy Cross winner is forced to use the
skills honed in the Marines along with the assets of his deceased father's company,
Stokes Security International (SSI), to track down his enemy and penetrate the
world of his enemy.He must seek his own brand of justiceCorps Justice.

Prime Asset
With contributions by researchers from India, Europe, North America and the
Caribbean, In Translation – Reflections, refractions, transformations touches on
questions of method and on topics – including copyright, cultural hybridity,
globalization, identity construction, and minority languages – which are important
for the disciplinary development of translation studies but also of interest to other
fields as well, most notably comparative literature, cultural studies and world
literature. The volume provides a forum for new voices to be heard alongside those
of well-established scholars and for current concerns to express themselves, often
focusing on practices in areas of the world other than Europe or North America,
which have until now tended to dominate the field. Acknowledging difference and
celebrating it, the contributions conceive of translation as a process which
reconstitutes and transforms, which brings renewal and growth, an interaction in a
new context, a new reading, a new writing.

Broken
"A one-two punch! Half kick in the ass, half cheerleading encouragement."
—Steven Pressfield, author of The War of Art If you are happy being just a dreamer,
perhaps you don’t need this book. If you’re enjoying the status quo, don’t even
consider reading this book. If you are content waiting for success to find you,
please put this book down and go find something else to read. Why has Poke the
Box become a cult classic? Because it’s a book that dares readers to do something
they’re afraid of. It could be what you need, too. "Is Seth Godin the Pied Piper for
however many of us have been afraid to fail? Will I answer his call? Will you?"
—Peter Shermeta, reviewing the original edition of Poke the Box

The Perseid Collapse
He came to town to drown his demons But the demons always fight back. Daniel
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Briggs, fresh out of the Marine Corps, wakes up in Defuniak Springs, FL, hungover
and confused, with no memory of the night before. A powerful local family finds
him, intent on repaying the previous night's encounter. How will the former Marine
ward off his attackers, deal with his demons and avoid being blamed for a young
girl's death? If you like Stephen Hunter's Bob Lee Swagger, WEB Griffin's Killer
McCoy, Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan, Lee Child's Jack Reacher, Vince Flynn's Mitch
Rapp, and Robert Ludlum's Jason Bourne, you will love Daniel Briggs. The main
Corps Justice series has over fourteen books in total and running, plus multiple
spinoffs with its most popular characters. The series has earned thousands of fivestar reviews and has been downloaded millions of times to Kindles across the
globe. If you enjoy page-turning thrillers loaded with twists, brotherhood above all
else, a staunch moral code and non-stop action, Cal Stokes and his Corps justice is
for you! Readers are saying "Cooper got me hooked in the first chapter." "One of
the absolute best fiction books dealing with military fiction I have read in a very
long time." "I can't say that I have enjoyed any series as much as this one." "Boy is
it hard to work when a book is this good. Hard to go to sleep in time."

To Live
USA TODAY & AMAZON BESTSELLING AUTHOR * ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING
VOICES IN THE ACTION THRILLER GENRE * C. G. Cooper is back with an adventure
that is sure to keep you reading late into the night. A popular undergrad falls to her
death A dark ring slinks closer to its goal Will the CIA's plant have the time and
strength to stop them? For decades, authorities have tracked extremist elements
inside institutions of higher learning. Up until now, the most dangerous become
fiery protesters or literary fanatics. Times have changed. A new threat has
emerged, insidious and hell bent on capitalizing on the naivete of coming-of-age
youths ensconced in higher learning. How will one young woman's death start to
unravel the mystery, and will a broken spy figure it out in time?

National Burden
After breaking from life with the Pack, mercenary Kate Daniels and her mate former Beast Lord Curran Lennart - are adjusting to a very different pace. While
they're thrilled to escape all the infighting, Curran misses the constant challenges
of leading the shapeshifters. So when the Pack offers him its stake in the
Mercenary Guild, Curran seizes the opportunity - too bad the Guild wants nothing
to do with him and Kate.

The Road Home
Tells the stories of the young nation and the sacrifices that made the colonies'
dream of freedom become reality.

Moral Imperative
Kidnappings and brutal killings in Mexico A border problem that the United States
won't fix A Pope and a president faced with a common enemy What if the Pope and
the Roman Catholic Church had a secret order of warriors monks who could do his
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bidding? And what if said order was tasked, by the Pope himself, to find the
terrorists who were not only focused on killing Catholic priests, but using them to
gain entry into the United States? The Holy See approaches U.S. President Brandon
Zimmer with his dilemma, asking for assistance in the matter. Who else would
Zimmer choose to aid the warrior monks other than former Marine, Cal Stokes, and
his team at The Jefferson Group?

Papal Justice
Jane Eyre (originally published as Jane Eyre: An Autobiography) is a novel by
English writer Charlotte Brontë, published under the pen name "Currer Bell", on 16
October 1847, by Smith, Elder & Co. of London. The first American edition was
published the following year by Harper & Brothers of New York.

Arthur's Choice
Muslim: A Novel is a genre-bending, poetic reflection on what it means to be
Muslim from one of France’s leading writers. In this novel, the second in a trilogy,
Rahmani’s narrator contemplates the loss of her native language and her
imprisonment and exile for being Muslim, woven together in an exploration of the
political and personal relationship of language within the fraught history of Islam.
Drawing inspiration from the oral histories of her native Berber language, the
Koran, and French children’s tales, Rahmani combines fiction and lyric essay in to
tell an important story, both powerful and visionary, of identity, persecution, and
violence.

I Don't Work Fridays - Proven Strategies to Scale Your Business
and Not Be a Slave to It
After the loss of one of his best friends, Cal Stokes is on a rampage. No enemy is
safe. In the middle of his inner struggle, he receives a call from the President.
Without other options, he needs Cal's help to weed out a deadly leak in his
administration. The Marine must push his pain and political leanings aside and
heed the President's call. After all, it's not every day that you get the Commander
in Chief asking for your help.

Tested
Tess Grey and Nicolas ‘Po’ Villere return to Louisiana to confront Po’s tormented
past in this tense, action-packed thriller. Ex-con Nicolas ‘Po’ Villere has no love for
the mother who abandoned him as a child. Yet when she asks to see him on her
deathbed, he returns home to Louisiana with his partner Tess Grey to try to
reconcile their troubled past. But Po is not prepared for the news his mother gives
him: that he is not the last of the Villere family line. He has a younger sister,
Emilia, whom he’s never met. But Emilia is missing, and Tess and Po must track
her down before it’s too late. Tess and Po aren’t the only ones looking for Emilia.
As they are to discover, Emilia has disappeared for a very good reason – and if Po
has any chance of finding her alive, he must join forces with his most hated enemy
in order to prevent his little sister becoming the next victim of a deranged,
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cannibalistic killer.

Adrift
What determines whether complex life will arise on a planet, or even any life at all?
Questions such as these are investigated in this groundbreaking book. In doing so,
the authors synthesize information from astronomy, biology, and paleontology, and
apply it to what we know about the rise of life on Earth and to what could possibly
happen elsewhere in the universe. Everyone who has been thrilled by the recent
discoveries of extrasolar planets and the indications of life on Mars and the Jovian
moon Europa will be fascinated by Rare Earth, and its implications for those who
look to the heavens for companionship.

Council of Patriots
The Tennessee Zone Year 2057 It's been ten years since The Collapse. The
survivors live off what they can grow, find or steal. A man known as Ryker is
among the survivors, a family man with a mysterious past. When his family's
relative safety is taken, he's forced to join what's left of civilization to care for his
wife and children. But will his newfound allegiance to the government of The
Tennessee Zone save them or plunge them into darker peril, and will the powersthat-be use Ryker for their own nefarious needs?

Raw Wounds
USA TODAY & AMAZON BESTSELLING AUTHOR - ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING
VOICES IN THE ACTION THRILLER GENRE - C. G. Cooper is back with an adventure
that is sure to keep you reading late into the night. Even spies need a vacation.
Paris. Amsterdam. Vienna. But what happens when the president's top asset, the
warriors of The Jefferson Group, get taken by surprise as they enjoy their wellearned time off in Europe? Not only does the enemy want to wipe out The Jefferson
Group, they're also plotting to harpoon the president before the November
election. Will Cal Stokes and his team escape the enemy's net, and will the
president survive the election? Or will the schemes of Congressman Tony McKnight
finally win the day, securing his position as the most powerful leader in the free
world?

A Night to Remember
"I guess the most important thing to say up front was that the summer of 1987 was
a pivotal time in my life. I was ten. I made a new best friend. And, I became a
murderer. Yep. You heard right. The summer of 1987 was the ninth stop for yours
truly on the great prison tour of my childhood. Every year a new town and a new
prison to explore. I wasn't yet a murderer. Not at the beginning. Just the plain old
son of a warden in jeans with permanent grass stains and threadbare sneakers
that wore me more than I wore them. Life as the son of a Federal prison warden
never felt weird until I turned 10. I was still a naive little waif until that nasty
summer when everything changed. Now I sit here in my suit, so far removed from
the boy of 1987 Virginia that I feel like I'm perfectly qualified to judge him. But
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when the window's open, all I have to do is get a breeze from which I can detect
the gluey stink of split black locust, or hear the froggy grind of a woodcock's call,
and then I'm no longer qualified. There I am, back under the hot sun, at the edge
of the creek stinking of heat and moss. I am that boy again. And I can make out the
line of Redcoats marching in ramrod-straight formation along a pink-feathered sea
of mountain laurel in the distance" What happens when a ten-year-old boy
becomes friends with an inmate? Jimmy Allen's about to find out, and the crash of
reality will stick with him for an eternity. The author of the USA Today bestselling
Corps Justice series pens a coming of age story about youth, strength and the
bravery of bonds between friends.

The Dressmaker's Gift
"2019. Six years after the Jakarta Pandemic "decimated" the world's population ;
life is back to normal for the Fletchers and most Americans. The United States
stands at the brink of a complete domestic and international resurgence, with
stories of confidence and prosperity dominating the headlines. Appearances can be
deceiving."--Back cover.

In Translation  Reflections, Refractions, Transformations
A growing Islamic threat An army ignored by the world A Marine who won't sit on
the sidelines The Islamic State of Iraq and Levant (ISIS) is capitalizing on the
neglect of war-weary world leaders. No one in Iraq is safe. Christians herded like
cattle. Whole communities torn apart. Marine Cal Stokes has had enough. With the
quiet support of U.S. President Brandon Zimmer, Stokes and his closest friends
return to the Middle East to take the battle to the enemy even if it means being cut
off from ever coming home. This is about what's right, not what's popular, a moral
imperative

The Patriot Protocol
This book is a critical biography of Grant Allen, (1848-1899), the first for a century,
based on all the surviving primary sources. Born in Kingston, Ontario, into a
cultured and affluent family, Allen was educated in France and England. A
mysterious marriage while he was an Oxford undergraduate wrecked his academic
career and radicalized his views on sexual and marital questions, as did a threeyear teaching stint in Jamaica. Despite his lifelong ill health and short life, Allen
was a writer of extraordinary productivity and range. About half - more than 30
books and many hundreds of articles - reflects interests which ran from Darwinian
biology to cultural travel guides. His prosperity, however, was underpinned by
fiction; more than 30 novels, including The Woman Who Did , which has attracted
much recent attention from feminist critics and historians. The Better End of Grub
Street uses Allen's career to examine the role and status of the freelance
author/journalist in the late-Victorian period. Allen's career delineates what it took
to succeed in this notoriously tough profession.

The Warden's Son
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The dark from the lightThe truth from the liesWhich path will our hero take? An
assassin with the skills to take down The Jefferson Group delivers an offer Cal
Stokes can't refuse. Down the twisted trail they go, with Cal always wondering
whether a bullet will greet him on the next turn, and what his captor's true motive
is. Find out what happens to Cal and his team in this exciting follow-up to SINS OF
THE FATHER. If you like Stephen Hunter's Bob Lee Swagger, WEB Griffin's Killer
McCoy, Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan, Lee Child's Jack Reacher, Vince Flynn's Mitch
Rapp, and Robert Ludlum's Jason Bourne, you will love Cal Stokes. The Corps
Justice series has over fourteen books in total and running, plus multiple spinoffs
with its most popular characters. The series has earned thousands of five-star
reviews and has been downloaded millions of times to Kindles across the globe. If
you enjoy page-turning thrillers loaded with twists, brotherhood above all else, a
staunch moral code and non-stop action, Cal Stokes and his Corps justice is for
you! Readers are saying "Cooper got me hooked in the first chapter." "One of the
absolute best fiction books dealing with military fiction I have read in a very long
time." "I can't say that I have enjoyed any series as much as this one." "Boy is it
hard to work when a book is this good. Hard to go to sleep in time."

The Busiest Man in England
This acclaimed clinical guide and widely adopted text has filled a key need in the
field since its original publication. Nancy McWilliams makes psychoanalytic
personality theory and its implications for practice accessible to practitioners of all
levels of experience. She explains major character types and demonstrates specific
ways that understanding the patient's individual personality structure can
influence the therapist's focus and style of intervention. Guidelines are provided for
developing a systematic yet flexible diagnostic formulation and using it to inform
treatment. Highly readable, the book features a wealth of illustrative clinical
examples. New to This Edition *Reflects the ongoing development of the author's
approach over nearly two decades. *Incorporates important advances in
attachment theory, neuroscience, and the study of trauma. *Coverage of the
contemporary relational movement in psychoanalysis. Winner--Canadian
Psychological Association's Goethe Award for Psychoanalytic and Psychodynamic
Scholarship

Liberty Rising
The Origin Series is empire building at its finest, with 100 episodes and over 2.5
million words in the military science fiction serial detailing the rise of Star Force
from corporate entity into an interstellar empire over the course of more than a
millennium. Follow a core group of characters known as the Trailblazers as they
use alien technology and knowledge discovered in Antarctic ruins to obtain limited
immortality and lead Humanity out into the galaxy, encountering, befriending, and
fighting hundreds of alien races all the while desperately trying to prepare Earth
for the unbeatable threat at the core of the Milky Way that is destined to return
and reclaim their lost colonyand their former Human slaves. Episodes in this box
set: SF65-Fiddlesticks SF66-Proving Ground SF67-Ghostblade SF68-Trials

Labor of Love
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'Rose Tremain does not disappoint. As always her writing has a delicious, crunchy
precision.' Observer A wise and witty look at the contemporary migrant
experience. Lev is on his way from Eastern Europe to Britain, seeking work. Behind
him loom the figures of his dead wife, his beloved young daughter and his
outrageous friend Rudi who - dreaming of the wealthy West - lives largely for his
battered Chevrolet. Ahead of Lev lies the deep strangeness of the British: their
hostile streets, their clannish pubs, their obsession with celebrity. London holds out
the alluring possibility of friendship, sex, money and a new career and, if Lev is
lucky, a new sense of belonging 'A novel of urgent humanity' Sunday Telegraph

Liberty Down
USA TODAY & AMAZON BESTSELLING AUTHOR * ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING
VOICES IN THE ACTION THRILLER GENRE * C. G. Cooper is back with an adventure
that is sure to keep you reading late into the night. "Las Vegas. Sin City. Or is it my
City of Dreams?" Marine Sniper, Daniel Briggs, thinks he's got it all figured out.
He's faced what he thinks is the worst, and his plan is to tackle Las Vegas like he
conquered foreign enemies. But with his sobriety tentative at best, and with
calamity tripping him up at every turn, how will the battered warrior fair in this, his
hardest test to date? Will he succumb to his inner demons, or will he harness The
Beast and something new, in order to come out whole on the other side?

Psychoanalytic Diagnosis, Second Edition
Describes the L.A. street cook's life, including working in his family's restaurant as
a child, figuring out what he wanted to do with his life, and his success with his
food truck and restaurant.

Adrift
USA TODAY & AMAZON BESTSELLING AUTHOR * ONE OF THE MOST EXCITING
VOICES IN THE ACTION THRILLER GENRE * C. G. Cooper is back with an adventure
that is sure to keep you reading late into the night. Daniel Briggs, former Marine
sniper and recent vagabond, finds himself in Seattle, Washington. Flinging fish
during the day and walking the streets at night, Daniel finally finds a measure of
peace he so desperately needs.But peace is the last thing on fate's agenda. Will a
new threat plunge Daniel back into the abyss, and once unleashed, will The Beast
take over for good?Check out CorpsJustice.com for the latest updates._____________
___________________________________________________________________

Rare Earth
Emily Pomona Edson Briggs (1830-1910) was an American journalist and one of the
first women to acquire a national reputation in the field. When her husband John R
Briggs, whom she had married around 1854, was appointed as assistant clerk of
the US House of Representatives in 1861, Emily discovered a talent for observing
and commenting on the political scene. Her letter to the Washington Chronicle
defending the employment of women in government caught the attention of the
paper's owner and she was hired to write a daily column. She published her pieces
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under the pseudonym Olivia, contributing to the Chronicle and its sister paper the
Philadelphia Press for over 20 years. Her comments on public affairs were always
incisive and whilst paying some attention to society and fashion, her column was
quite unusual for a female journalist of the day. During the Lincoln administration
she became the first woman to report directly from the White House, becoming
personally close to the Lincoln family, and later she was among the first to be
admitted to the congressional press gallery. She was elected first president of the
Women's National Press Association upon its organization in 1882 and in later
years became a noted Washington hostess. This collection of her columns was first
published in 1906.

A Darker Path
A beautiful woman butchered A Congressman blackmailed A secret cabal of
Japanese imperialists A small group of retired politicians form to protect America.
The Council of Patriots is born. Former Marine Cal Stokes, and his team at SSI,
head to Las Vegas, to uncover an invisible enemy that threatens to infiltrate the
Democratic National Convention. What is their endgame, and more importantly:
Who is the American politician pulling the strings? With assassins around every
corner, and a supposed ally manipulating both sides, Stokes must carefully utilize
his team and the Council to stop the rise of a new empire.

"Muslim"
A new president under pressure Threats coming from every angle The SSI team
caught in the middle Following his predecessor's abrupt departure, newly
appointed President Brandon Zimmer must deal with aggressors at home and
abroad. The sharks sense his weakness and are out for blood. The burden might
just be too much to handle for the young president. Will President Zimmer cave to
outside forces, or stand strong with his friends from Stokes Security International
(SSI), like former Marine Cal Stokes and ex-Navy SEAL Travis Haden? And with their
own responsibilities weighing heavy on their shoulders, will the team at SSI be able
to stop a plot to manipulate the stock market and the country's economy?
Regardless of the outcome, one this is for certain: Everything is about to change.

Star Force Origin Series
An old enemy resurfaces An employee kidnapped A new weapon created Cal
Stokes's good friend, Neil Patel, has disappeared. Following the trail to Jackson
Hole, Wyoming, Stokes and his men must find the culprit and rescue their
colleague before it's too late. The only problem is that the enemy lies in wait,
hoping for a final showdown. With an outside group of aggressors making a play
for dominance, the former Marine must lead his team through the hazardous snowfilled mountains to eliminate their adversary. How many bodies will be left when
the snow melts?

What Lies Hidden
Balances science with spirituality in a study of human evolution, from the
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appearance of reflective consciousness to modern communications, and proposes
three additional stages to be realized

Awakening Earth
Is There Really a Secret Formula to Serious Business Growth? Yes! The problem is
that it's hidden in plain view, and yet most business owners never find it because
they're too busy searching in all the wrong places. There is a simple yet overlooked
truth, and it has nothing to do with what every other business book will tell you. If
you're feeling overwhelmed and adrift in a business fog, would like to scale your
business but don't know which way to go next, or feel you're working harder just to
stay still, read this book to discover: Why the entrepreneur is the wrong person to
grow their business and who should do it instead; The 5 key steps to scaling a
business and how to make them happen; How to create a business that works for
you instead of working for a business that owns you; When, how and why you
should exit your business. This book shares a story of successful start-ups, multimillion pound rescues and family tragedy before focusing on the practical 'how-to'
for you so you can take the steps needed to take your business from where it is
now into multiples of profit.

Poke The Box
A stranger in town A young waitress murdered A Marine's inner demons attack
Daniel Briggs, fresh out of the Marine Corps, wakes up in Defuniak Springs, FL,
hungover and confused, with no memory of the night before. A powerful local
family finds him, intent on repaying the previous night's encounter. How will the
former Marine ward off his attackers, deal with his demons and avoid being blamed
for a young girl's death?

Back to War
"What would make YOU take a life? I've been to the end, to the depths of despair,
and yet, here I am. Are you ready to hear my story?" - Tom Greer Ex-Navy SEAL
turned airline pilot, Tom Greer, lives two lives. Cordial airline pilot one day and
ruthless killer the next. But why does he kill? What started it all? And more
importantly, what is the hidden pain that drives him to the next kill? Read the
exciting new series by USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR C. G. Cooper, the book
his long-time readers are calling his best work to date.

Presidential Shift
Recounts the demise of the "unsinkable" Titanic, the massive luxury liner that
housed extravagances such as a French "sidewalk cafe" and a grand staircase, but
failed to provide enough lifeboats for the 2,207 passengers on board.

Magic Shifts
FROM THE AUTHOR: "TO LIVE" is a novel that came about after a handful of
emotional conversations with my readers on Christmas Day 2017. What started as
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an outreach program to make sure no one spent Christmas alone, turned into a
story in my head, and then a journey of soul searching that I hadn't intended to
take. This novel is a work of fiction, but I hope it encapsulates the fear so many of
us face in living up to our potential, and more importantly, I hope it highlights the
brave life so many choose to live after the loss of a loved one. Because it is a
choice; a hard choice with so many possible endings. This novel is for the readers
who have shared their stories, and for those who have yet to tell. Thank you for
your honesty, your bravery and your incredible will to live. I've learned so much
from you all. God bless. - C. G. Cooper BOOK DESCRIPTION Elmore Thaddeus Nix,
it's retirement time. Take that final physical and then it's adios to your old life and
hello to the new. Wait. Not so fast. Sorry, Elmore. Your plan's about to change. It's
Elmore's last day of work. As part of his retirement, he heads to the family doctor
for the follow-up to a routine physical. That's when the universe shifts on its axis.
Cancer. Then we find out that Elmore's wife lies at home with only days to live. The
stroke of injustice falls hard. And so, with a final word from his wife, and the buck
passed to the opposition's corner, Elmore must decide whether to take his wife's
advice or just wither away. To Elmore, the choice seems easy. Which path will he
choose? Only time will tell, but time is not on our friend's side. Along the way, we'll
find out what secrets Elmore's been hiding from the world, and maybe even
himself
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